
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR

L-C1970-B3-12BL

DO NOT RETURN TO STORE!
CALL (786) 681-1919
If you have installation or product questions.

www.lazzur.com support@lazzur.com (786) 681-1919

Please read this installation manual in its entirety prior to beginning
assembly and installation of the product.

If you have questions, problems, or missing parts, please call
customer service at (786) 681-1919 between the hours of 9 a.m. –
5:00 p.m., PST, Monday-Friday or email us at support@lazzur.com



www.lazzur.com support@lazzur.com (786) 681-1919



www.lazzur.com support@lazzur.com (786) 681-1919

1. Attach the mounting strip (Part #1) to the junction box (NOT INCLUDED) in the ceiling by threading the two provided mounting screws 
(Part #2) from underneath the mounting strip. The remaining two fixture screws will be threaded through the top of the mounting strip 
(Part #1), and each will be secured with a hex nut from underneath. The fixture screws will later align with the canopy (Part #4) and be 
secured with the decorative nuts (Part #5).

2. Connect the canopy (Part #4) and rod (Part #6) to the metal frame (Part #7).

3. Connect the wires by using the wire connectors (Part #3). Make sure to use standard wire connectors when making connections.

          -           - Connect the black wire from the fixture to the black (HOT) wire from the junction box.
          - Connect the white wire from the fixture to the white (NEUTRAL) wire from the junction box.
          - To connect the grounding wire, there are two options. Each option depends on the electrical wiring in the home and the type of 
             junction box being used. You can either:
                            1. Partially thread the green grounding screw onto the mounting bar, and then proceed to wrap the grounding wire from the 
                               fixture around the grounding screw. Tighten the green grounding screw. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN. If necessary, wrap the 
                                                              remaining ground wire from the fixture with the grounding wire from the supply with a wire connector.
                            2. Connect the grounding wire from the supply to the fixture ground wire using a wire connector.
          - Make sure to wrap each connection with electrical tape for a more secure connection.
          - Please avoid having electrical wire exposed when wiring connections.

4. Align the holes of the canopy (Part #4) with the bottom fixture screws on the mounting strip (Part #1) and lock tightly by using the 
decorative nuts (Part #5).

5. Insert the bulbs (Part #8; NOT INCLUDED).

66. Lock the glass shade (Part #9) tightly by using the disk (Part #10) and nut (Part #11).

8. Lightbulb (Not Included)
Requires 3 medium base (E26) bulbs,
 60 watt maximum (sold separately)

8. Lightbulb

Junction Box

1. Mounting Strip

4. Canopy

6. Rod

10. Disk

11. Nut

9. Glass Shade 

7. Metal Frame 

5. Decorative Nut

2. Mounting Screws

(Not Included)

3. Wire Connectors
(Included)


